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Objective #1:
Create Project Management Training
for Library Staff

Getting Started

Building the Team

3

Kick Off Meeting

4

Organizing the Work
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 Is it easy to interact with colleagues outside the Wash- 3
ington University Libraries?

2

5

4
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 Does it work well with our existing systems (Outlook,
SharePoint, LibGuides)

5

5

2

2
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 Is it easy to store information securely and migrate
documents to more permanent storage?

4

5

2

2
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19

18

16

16

18

1=Not acceptable
3= OK
5=Excellent

 How easy is it to set up a new project? Can new users
figure it out quickly?
 How sophisticated is the organization and tracking
support (without upgrading)?

• Covered the knowledge areas

• Reflected stakeholders
• Planned for training time

Set the
Stage

TOTAL

• Articulate the charge, the sponsor/client,

what we’re expected to accomplish, by
when.
• Introduce team members.

What we chose:

• If there are co-chairs, identify how each will

Based on discussions of pros/cons and scoring, we decided that we would continue to support
MS Office, SharePoint ; MS Office would be supported at the desktop level, although Digital Library Services requested the MS Project Server version in near future for greater collaboration.
Of the two web-based offerings, Basecamp had supporters within library staff who had worked
on other projects; it was decided to support this option for use in projects with participants outside the Washington University organization.

operate.

Software Tool
MS Office
(Excel/Word/Outlook)
Libworks
(Lists, Task Tracking,
Blogs)

Step 5: Executing

Executing the Work

5

Gathered input from LISTSERVs and staff with PM experience
Chose 5 software options to evaluate
Established team to set up trials, review software
Incorporated results into training, posted on Assessment LibGuide
Features and Functions Comparison 1-5

Have you…

Step 3: Kick-off Meeting

2

Adding Project Management
Skills and Techniques
to the Assessment Toolkit
at Washington University Libraries
Step 2: Building a team

1

Objective #2: Evaluate Project
Management Tracking Software

Executing (Doing the Work!)

7
8

Tracking the Work

Basecamp
(free web version)

Digital tools – Microsoft Excel/Word
• Task list dashboard
• Can be used for quickly outlining tasks, delineating
responsibility, checking task status

Simple, straight-forward projects
Medium size projects
Working with many library staffers
Need to access other projects, store documents
Large projects like grants where there is external accountability
Projects with complex time lines
Project includes external partners
Easy-to-use communications tools
Don’t need a Gantt chart feature

Objective #3:

Identifying Problems and Risks
Step 8: Wrapping and Reporting
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Step 6: Tracking Progress

MS Project

When to use:

Wrapping Up and Reporting

‘Chaos-meister’:
No one’s sure what’s going on

The Human Dimension of

Blood hound:

Create site for
project management
Information

Knowing when
it’s over…
• Did we accomplish our mission?
• How formal is the output?

• Do the stakeholders all know what

happened?
• Post-mortem

• Archive documentation in Libworks

It’s more fun tracking

Control freak:

Martyr:

than completing tasks

Micromanaging

I need to do everything myself

Rogue Manager:
Solo and reckless

The Victim:
Its not my fault

Consensus Seeker:
Have we asked everyone?

Project Management

Is your management style
impacting your success as a
project manager?
We developed 7 profiles as basis of discussions:
1) What to do if you are a project manager who wants to improve
2) How to help when you are a member of a team with a leader
who falls in one of these categories
3) For balance, we also discussed strengths of each profile

What you can do if you’re a project manager with this profile...
 If you know you are not great with details, make sure that
you recruit at least one team member who is detailoriented.
 Don’t just wing it, use the tools: Work Segment Structure,
and the Task Tracking in LibWorks. (WU Intranet)
 Ask your team for feedback. Are they clear on what’s happening, when, and by whom?
 Perhaps take a course on project management, like the
Project Management eCourse offered by ALA?

What you can do if you’re a project manager with this profile...
 During the planning phases, be ruthlessly honest about the
scope of the project.
 Use your team as a sounding board- do they think this
tracking approach is more elaborate or complicated than it
needs to be?
 When you have chosen the tracking approach, touch base
with your client/sponsor to confirm the scope of the project.

What you can do if you’re a project manager with this profile...
 Make a pact with yourself that you will only concentrate on
the top layer of the Work Breakdown Structure, and key
milestones.
 Be open with your team, and have them flag you if you are
looking over their shoulder too often.


The tracking system is your friend. Only intervene when the
task is not getting done in the agreed timeframes.

What you can do if you’re a project manager with this profile...
 A critical point for this project manager profile is during the
first round of work structure breakdown (during the kick-off
meeting). This is when team members begin to align with
segments of the project. Establishing ownership for key
chunks of the project is critical. In a project, what is not
assigned defaults to the project manager. Ask for help.
 Don’t complain about being overworked.
 Consider designating a co-leader on very large or ambiguous
projects.

What you can do if you’re a project manager with this profile...
 Reframe your relationship with the team- they need to be as
important as the sponsor- or a client.
 Consider working with a co-leader who will challenge you
when you charge off on your own.

What you can do if you’re a project manager with this profile...
 Recognize that it’s the project manager’s job to ask questions,
be pro-active, and stay on top of everything. If the project
manager doesn’t take charge, no one else will.
 If the project is particularly complex or political, look for a
mentor.

What you can do if you’re a project manager with this profile...
 Use the stakeholder chart to create a tiered list of
stakeholders.
 Use your team as a sounding board. Who needs to know
before we move forward?

